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Topic: Overall support of the plan.
“The City Council supports the Plan’s objectives, policies and
strategies, and appreciates the opportunity to provide comment.”

Discussion:
Exhibit 28
G. Frederick
Robinson
Mayor for Bowie
City Council

“We find the Conservation Plan consistent with the planning
principles and policies of NCPC’s Comprehensive Plan for the
National Capital: Federal Elements (Comprehensive Plan). The
Conservation Plan goals, including enhancing water quality, tree
coverage, and designated viewsheds reinforces multiple policies
in the Environment, Parks and Open Space; and Historic
Preservation Elements of the Comprehensive Plan.”

Exhibit 29
Marcel Acosta
Executive Director
National Planning
Capital
Commission

“The RCP is a comprehensive plan that recognizes the
importance of protecting the natural resources within the county.
The plan strives to strike a balance between growth, conservation
and preservation of the county’s significant rural character. The
plan suggests actions to maintain and indeed improve the
sustained economic growth of the county. Connectivity of green
spaces, forestland and agricultural land suggested by the RCP
strives to provide a process to economic growth, sustainability
and improved quality of life.

Exhibit 30
Steven E. Darcy
District Manager
Prince George’s
Soil Conservation
District

N/A

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

“The Prince George’s Soil Conservation District supports the
Preliminary Resources Conservation Plan.”
“Based on a review of the information, it does not appear that the
proposed plan will have any significant impact on land use issues
involving plans, policies, or regulations in Fairfax County. The

Exhibit 38
Marianne Gardner
Director
1
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Testimony

Speaker/Exhibit

Preliminary Resource Conservation Plan shares many of the
same Fairfax County goals and strategies pertaining to green
infrastructure planning and environmental conservation. We do
not anticipate any negative impacts on land in Fairfax County
from the proposed Preliminary Resource Conservation Plan.”

Planning Division
Fairfax County
Department of
Planning and
Zoning

“The SHA recognizes that transportation is inextricably linked to
conserving natural resources and preserving the environment.
For this reasons, SHA is committed to providing safe,
convenient, efficient transportation while promoting
sustainability through facilitating the use of alternative modes.
The Preliminary Resource Conservation Plan offers an
opportunity for SHA to work with the M-NCPPC and other
stakeholders in further advancing sustainable transportation in
Prince George’s County.”

Exhibit 41
Gregory J. Johnson,
P.E.
Administrator
State Highway
Administration

“The County is commended for its effort to combine three
functional master plans into one clearly written, comprehensive
document.

Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

“Overall, the Prince George’s County’s Preliminary Resource
Conservation Plan is thorough and comprehensive. It streamlines
local planning by placing three discrete plans … under one
cover. This strategy sends the message that the three
implementation efforts are related; together they support the
Prince George’s County 2035 comprehensive plan and
complement the development strategies of that plan.”
2

Topic: Enforceability of the plan.
“Add language to clarify the enforceability of the RCP and its
component plans. The overall RCP and its three components are
labeled as “countywide functional master plans”. Yet there is
considerable ambiguity to the reader about what that term means

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Discussion:
Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair

Subdivision regulations (Subtitle 24) require development
proposals to comply with the area master plans, but not with
functional master plans.

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.
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Testimony

Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

with regard to the enforceability of their strategies and
recommendations.

Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

Like most land use plans, this plan sets forth policies and
strategies. Land use plans are guidance documents, rather than
binding law. However, the implementation section of each plan
has been made as specific as possible. While some of the
policies require new legislation to be implemented, others can be
implemented immediately by policy makers under existing law.
Several policies depend on budget appropriations, which are
reviewed by the County Council every year.



In many cases the Zoning Ordinance requires
development proposals to comply with the local area’s
Master Plan. Are development proposals also required to
comply with county-wide functional master plans?



Section 1 (p.2) of the RCP says that its purpose is to
‘provide broad countywide strategies and
recommendation as a tool to guide future development
activity and preservation and to provide a foundation to
achieve its stated goals. It should not be construed as
superseding, or conflicting with, codified criteria for
development.’ This is repeated in all of the component
plans. Does this mean that these are general
recommendations and guidelines that are only
enforceable to the extent that they are subsequently
incorporated into the Zoning Ordinance?”

District Council
Action

To the extent that any RCP strategies or recommendations
conflict with the Zoning Ordinance, the ordinance will have to
be amended in order to implement the plan. For example, the
recommendations to regulate the viewsheds will require new
legislation.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Topic: Financing of action plans, implementation, and
evaluation.
“Clarify the next steps in terms of defining and financing action
plans and evaluation. The three component plans provide
strategies and recommendations, but it appears that there are no
action plans or assured funding for implementation to the fiveyear evaluation. How, by whom, and when will action plans be
prepared and their implementation and evaluation be financed?
How much will it cost? Is it assured that there will be
implementation and evaluation plans?”

Planning Board
Action

Discussion:
Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair
Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

Policies in functional master plans are typically implemented
over many years. This was the case with the 2005 Green
Infrastructure Plan; ultimately, nearly 90 percent of its policies
were implemented.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
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Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Green Infrastructure Plan
4

Topic: General support of the Green Infrastructure Plan
“… [T]he City is pleased to see continued inclusion of Belt
Woods as a Special Conservation Area.”

“The Conservation Plan identifies several federal resources as
‘Special Conservation Areas’, including the Beltsville
Agricultural Research Center, Patuxent Research Refuge,
Greenbelt National Park, and the Main Stem of the Anacostia
River. We agree that these areas contain unique environmental
features that should be carefully considered when land
development proposals are reviewed in the vicinity.

Discussion:
Exhibit 28
G. Frederick
Robinson
Mayor for Bowie
City Council

N/A

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Exhibit 29
Marcel Acosta
Executive Director
National Planning
Capital
Commission

We welcome the Conservation Plan’s focus on other important
resources, such as the Star-Spangled Banner National Historic
Trail and Scenic Byway; Belt Woods – recognized by the
National Park Service as a national natural landmark; and Zekiah
Swamp Run – recognized by the Smithsonian Institution as one
of the most ecologically important of its kind on the East Coast.”
“Connectivity of green spaces, forestland and agricultural land
suggested by the RCP strives to provide a process to economic
growth, sustainability and improved quality of life.
As we work towards meeting Maryland’s Watershed
Implementation Plan goals, the RCP will be a valuable tool to
landowners, business owners and agencies in proper land use and
protection of Prince George’s County’s natural resources.”

Exhibit 30
Steven E. Darcy
District Manager
Prince George’s
Soil Conservation
District

4
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“I support the attention to ensuring that any development
surrounding conserved lands (like Piscataway Park) should
continue to protect the viewshed (including tree canopy) and
protect the water quality of the Potomac.

Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

“I applaud the plan’s strategy of addressing environmental
stewardship goals by working with nonprofit partners already
doing outreach and education on this.”
5

Topic: Climate change
“I would like to see this plan seriously address Climate Change
and the need for renewable energy.”

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Discussion:
Speaker 12 and
Exhibit 36
Joanne Flynn and
Nick Newlin

This Green Infrastructure plan update seeks to plan for climate
change by proactively protecting, restoring and enhancing the
natural environment and encouraging the reduction of
impervious areas and encourage the use of renewable energy.
Policies 14 and 15 do contain strategies that encourage the use
of renewable energy.

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
6

Topic: Air quality
“In the past couple of years I have become more aware of air
quality and the importance of good air. Pollutants that become
airborne are breathed by humans, plants and animals and
deposited on our land and waterways. I hope this plan will
address air quality.”

Discussion:
Speaker 12 and
Exhibit 36
Joanne Flynn and
Nick Newlin

Air quality is an issue that needs to be addressed on a global and
regional scale. As part of a large metropolitan area, factors that
contribute to air quality in this county span beyond the
boundaries of this county. This GI plan update seeks to plan for
climate change by proactively protecting, restoring and
enhancing the natural environment and encouraging the
reduction of impervious areas. There are several strategies that
focus on the minimization of factors that contribute to air quality
as it relates to the natural and built environment.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Air quality is monitored at the State level. Under the Clean Air
Act, Maryland has several air monitoring stations across the
5
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

“Air Quality should be monitored (with air quality monitoring
stations in key areas such as Brandywine) and included in this
plan as one of the resources we are striving to protect.”

Exhibit 37
Joanne Flynn

state, 3 of which are in Prince George’s County. This
information can be obtained through the Maryland Department
of the Environment.

“How many days were there air quality alerts this year in
Prince George’s County? I didn’t count but I know that I
received alerts almost daily on my phone. I know part of this is
just being in a metro region with so many commuters, but with
that understanding comes the need for our county to save as
many trees and fields as possible and to limit some of the
industrialization and over development that is happening in our
communities.”
7

Speaker 14 and
Exhibit T-1
Heather McKee

District Council
Action

The GI plan promotes the preservation of trees, forest, streams,
wetlands, and other sensitive habitats that support clean air.
Implementation of GI strategies at the county level support
global and regional air quality and climate change issues.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Topic: Invasive species
“I suggest that the National Park Service be included in the
coordinated conversations on addressing such issues as
invasive plants…”

Planning Board
Action

Discussion:
Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

Policy 7.3 of the Green Infrastructure Plan recommends
standards for removal and maintenance of invasive species to
ensure long-term eradication on projects. Implementation of this
policy should include coordination with other agencies,
including the National Park Service, as needed.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
8

Topic: Planting standards
“I suggest that the National Park Service be included in the
coordinated conversations on addressing such issues as … types
of trees to plant, etc.”

Discussion:
Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

Policy 7.5 recommends planting standards Countywide and a
single tree list. Implementation of this policy should include
coordination with other agencies, including the National Park
Service, as needed.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.
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Speaker/Exhibit

“Regarding tree planning in urban conditions, Washington DC,
has done a lot of work with its urban tree canopy and provided
extensive illustrated guidelines.”

Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

Topic: Stewardship, outreach, education

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

District Council
Action

The references provided could be used to inform a local tree
guidance document that could be used across agencies for
planting and maintenance specifications, as recommended in
Policy 7.5 to provide universal planting standards Countywide.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
Discussion:

“I also suggest that the Prince George’s County Public Schools
be added as a partner in this work since environmental literacy
is already a part of the curriculum …”

Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

Policy 16.2 of the GI Plan recommends the creation of an
advisory committee at the County level to address additional
opportunities for stewardship, outreach, and education. Policy
16.5 recommends to partner with organizations that are
conducting outreach and education. This includes the County
Public Schools.

“Environmental literacy, we have a crisis of awareness.”

Speaker 15
Jeff Shenot

The GI plan was updated to include an entire policy on
education and outreach (Policy 16).

Below comment correlates to page 48 of the Preliminary RCP.

Exhibit T-5
Mary C. Giles, P.E.
Associate Director
Site/Road Plan
Review Division
Department of
Permitting,
Inspections, and
Enforcement

The existing language does not preclude a committee formed to
address this strategy from being volunteer in nature nor does it
preclude the inclusion of efforts to have volunteers maintain
ESD style stormwater management infrastructure, clean up
streams, and remove invasive species.

“Page 31, fourth paragraph.
Recommend revising the suggestion to:
‘Another method to promote both stewardship and education is
the establishment of an environmental volunteer advisory
committee that can provide County elected officials and
appointed officials with advice on environmental matters.
organize opportunities for stewardship, outreach and education
through volunteer efforts to maintain stormwater management
ESD style infrastructure (bioretention and bioswale landscape),
clean up stream valleys, and remove invasive plant species.’

Planning Board
Action

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

“There is a definite need in Prince George’s County for more
‘hands’ to assist in maintaining the environmental infrastructure.
With regard to an advisory role, there are numerous agencies that
provide review and oversight of environmental regulations in the
County (DPIE, M-NCPPC, Health Department, Department of
the Environment (DOE), WSSC, Soil Conservation District
(SCD), United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE),
Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE)). And there
are several well organized environmental organizations
(Anacostia Watershed Society, Patuxent River Keepers, etc.) that
serve as ‘watchdog organizations’ and provide valuable
feedback.”
The existing language does not preclude a committee formed to
address this strategy from being volunteer in nature nor does it
preclude the inclusion of efforts to have volunteers maintain
ESD style stormwater management infrastructure, clean up
streams, and remove invasive species.

Below comment correlates to page 59 of the Preliminary RCP.
Page 43, Item 16.2
“Revise this recommendation as noted (add underlined wording,
remove struck wording). ‘Create an environmental volunteer
advisory committee at the County level to address additional
opportunities for stewardship, outreach and education through
volunteer efforts to maintain stormwater management ESD style
infrastructure (bioretention and bioswale landscape), clean up
stream valleys, and remove invasive plant species.’ The county
definitely needs the community to get involved in helping with
environmental clean-up.”
10

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Topic: Parks/open space
“I would like to go on record in support of the inclusion of all
[underline] parklands and open spaces in the county, including
the ones in the “urban tier” of the county. I feel this is
necessary to insure that this most sensitive area is protected in
order to help insure cleaner air and water for the whole region
and to slow regional and global climate change.”

Discussion:
Speaker 3
Exhibit 39
David Anderson

All land within the County was included in the mapping of the
Green Infrastructure network including parks and open spaces. If
areas within a park or areas of open space did not meet mapping
criteria and were not included in the network, they are otherwise
protected under the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area, Woodland

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

8
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Conservation Ordinance and/or Tree Canopy Coverage
Ordinance.
“The timing of mowing in areas that are in our parks in our
communities is very important, especially in some of the large
areas. I think we want to focus on when that is done. That’s not
part of the plan. That’s just part of park operations.

Speaker 15
Jeff Shenot

“We need to keep the Patuxent River natural area natural.
Sometimes I’ve seen some very large groups there. And while I
know we have to have access to public property, it’s a public
resource, we have to consider what types of uses might not be
compatible with a natural area.”
“Apply restrictions on building in parks and preservation areas
to governmental agencies in addition to private developers.”

11

Our parks and open spaces not only protect land and natural
resources, but are also intended to combine preservation efforts
with education, outreach, and recreational services where
appropriate. This includes allowing visitors to connect with
nature.
Exhibit T-4
Kirsten Johnson
and
Elizabeth Jones
Co-Presidents
Maryland Native
Plant Society

Topic: Greening the Built Environment
“‘Greening the Built Environment’, despite its prominence above
is only one of five subheadings under ‘Policy Areas’, the section
of the plan that follows the objectives listed above. The end of
page 26 (or the beginning of page 27) should contain a
transitional sentence or two to explain how the ‘Policy Areas’
section logically follows the previous one. Perhaps the headings
or table of contents should be revised to improve coherence.”

The Department of Parks and Recreation is currently working on
an update to the Land Preservation, Parks and Recreation Plan
which is a Master Plan that should address park development.

The Department of Parks and Recreation is currently working on
an update to the Land Preservation, Parks and Recreation Plan
which is a master plan that should address urban parks and park
development.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
Discussion:

Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

“Greening the Built Environment” is the third objective under
the “Measurable Objectives” heading and “Policy Areas” is the
heading of the next section of the plan. No transitional language
has been provided between other sections of the plan and staff
believes that the headings/sections of the plan flow in a logical
order.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

9
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

“It isn’t clear how Strategy 8.5, ‘Redevelop brownfield and
superfund sites in priority growth locations,’ relates to the overall
Policy 8 to ‘green’ the built environment.

Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair
Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

Focusing redevelopment efforts on brownfield and superfund
sites in priority growth areas is intended to mitigate past
environmental degradation and bring sites into compliance with
current environmental regulations, on sites within areas slated
for growth while reducing demand on greenfield sites.

“Strategy 8.6, on construction and demolition waste, can be
improved by incorporating reuse of building materials.”

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Strategy 8.6 of the GI Plan recommends to study and implement
methods to increase the amount of construction and demolition
waste that is diverted as part of solid waste recycling in the
County. Diverted materials could also be reused, not just
recycled and will be addressed by any study initiated under the
strategy.
Below comments correlate to page 56 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 39, item 8.1.
Suggest revising the wording to insert underlined ‘Create a
green building code that incentivizes (removes “supports”) the
use of green building methods and materials’. A system of
optional incentives to development projects is recommended, as
opposed to a mandate to comply with Green Building codes.
“Page 40, item 8.4.
Suggest revising the wording to insert underlined and remove
struck language ‘Revise and update the Zoning Ordinance and
Subdivision Regulations to incentivize require green building
features with Plan 2035 to help fulfill the requirements of the
WIP and CAP (when finalized) as well as other relevant plans’.
New development projects are currently required to meet ‘green’
(ESD to the MEP) methods of water quality treatment, as defined
by Subtitle 32.
“Page 40, item 8.6
Remove struck language. DPIE is not in support of this
recommendation to reduce permitting fees. ‘Study and

Exhibit T-5
Mary C. Giles, P.E.
Associate Director
Site/Road Plan
Review Division
Department of
Permitting,
Inspections, and
Enforcement

The term ‘supports’ would allow for the establishment of
incentives, but also any other form of meeting green building
methods.

Requiring green building features would support Environmental
Site Design to the Maximum Extent Practicable, but includes
other features not directly related to stormwater management.

This sentence provides ideas of how to meet the
recommendation, but these ideas are not required.
10
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Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

implement methods to increase the amount of construction and
demolition waste is diverted as part of solid waste recycling in
the County. Possible methods include tax incentives and reduced
permitting fees.’”
This strategy supports Strategy PF5.1 of Plan 2035 which states:
“Require public buildings to be constructed to LEED® Gold or
equivalent standards.”

Below comment correlates to page 57 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 40, item 9.1.
Suggest that the concept of mandating LEED GOLD buildings
be discussed and approved by PGCPS and PG-OCS prior to
publication.”

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

12

Topic: 2005 Green Infrastructure Plan
“Articulate better the results and lessons from the 2005 Green
Infrastructure Plan.
“The 2017 Green Infrastructure Plan needs to explain
substantively how this consolidated plan builds on and learns
from the experience of the 2005 Plan… Which ones have not
been initiated, and why not? Was it only the “low-hanging
fruit” that has been picked? Which ones have been carried
through from the 2005 plan and remain on the ‘to do’ list?
“Beyond that, the assessment needs to cite evidence of the
environmental results or outcomes from implementation of the
2005 plan.”

Discussion:
Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair
Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

Page 20 states: “The analysis showed that of the 92 strategies in
the 2005 plan, 80 have either been completed or are completed
and ongoing in their implementation. This includes the
preparation of key environmental legislation updates such as the
stormwater management ordinance, woodland conservation
ordinance, and the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area ordinance. The
analysis document can be found in the RCP Technical
Summary.” The companion document “Technical Summary of
Research, Analyses, and Supporting Documents” provides more
detailed evaluation of the results from the 2005 Green
Infrastructure Plan and is referenced within the ‘Analysis of
2005 Green Infrastructure Plan Implementation To-date’ section
of the plan.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Page 20 states: “This plan builds on the policies and strategies of
the 2005 GI Plan to achieve the County’s long-term vision of an
interconnected network of significant countywide environmental
features that retains ecological functions, maintains or improves
water quality and habitat, and supports the desired development
pattern of the general plan. This plan expands the definition of
11
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

green infrastructure to include elements that green the built
environment.”
The RCP Technical Summary provides a detailed evaluation of
each of the 2005 Policies and Strategies. The Strategies
remaining on the “to do” list include an update the countywide
catalog of targeted mitigation sites, establish a voluntary transfer
of development rights program, amend regulations to allow
density bonuses when projects are designed to maximize
preservation of evaluation areas, protect habitats and maximize
retention and restoration by prioritizing habitat cover types in
the woodland conservation ordinance, develop guidelines for
preferred road designs such as bridges and wildlife passages,
identify specific areas in the Master Plan of Transportation
where trails would not be appropriate, update the action plan,
evaluate regulations that result in the construction of required
impervious surfaces, coordinate watershed protection policies
and programs with adjoining jurisdictions, develop a local
awards program to recognize environmentally sensitive
development projects and efforts of private citizens, prioritize
developed areas for restoration potential and allow the area to be
used as a sending area for transfer development rights, provide
incentives to encourage infill development.
All Strategies not specifically addressed to-date have either been
carried forward or amended to address current regulations, Plan
2035, and other recommendations of the plan.
With the 2010 update to the Woodland Conservation Ordinance,
which codified certain policies already in effect and added new
requirements, there have been a few unintended consequences;
however, those issues have been addressed through subsequent
code updates and the Tree Canopy Cover Ordinance.
12
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Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

The companion “Technical Summary of Research, Analyses,
and Supporting Documents” provides more detailed evaluation
of the results from the 2005 Green Infrastructure Plan.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
13

Topic: Water quality
“The measurable objective on water quality should be more
ambitious… Why is the water quality objective so modest? We
propose a more specific and ambitious objective: (a) Water
quality in at least seven of the 12 County watersheds will be
improved; and (b) Water quality will not decline in any of
them.”

Discussion:
Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair
Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

Water quality will be measured as part of the Watershed
Improvement Plan (WIP) and by continued water quality
sampling for reporting purposes. Specific Policies and Strategies
are listed in the Implementation section of the plan to support
water quality goals.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Page 37 states: “There have been several difficulties in tracking
water quality conditions over time as summarized in the report
such as the scale of the watersheds for reporting (previous data
had been reported for 41 small watersheds, WIP data are
reported for nine larger watersheds) and the low number of
samples taken per small watershed. The report shows that there
has been no statistical difference in the water quality sampled
over this time period. Moving forward, there needs to be
consistent and concerted effort to measure and report
countywide water quality, using the same scale of reporting that
is used by the Maryland Department of the Environment for
reporting measures taken to address the WIP.”
Below comment correlates to page 39 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 22, Watershed Condition Rating Map
Please verify the accuracy of this map. Provide a copy of the
background study used to develop this map. It is surprising that
this map reflects “Very Poor” water quality in the Western
Branch watershed, as compared to “Poor” water quality in the

Exhibit T-5
Mary C. Giles, P.E.
Associate Director
Site/Road Plan
Review Division

Map 3 on page 39 shows water quality ratings for watersheds at
the scale that is used for reporting on the WIP (eight-digit
watersheds). These watershed delineations are from the
Maryland Department of Natural Resources and the boundaries
are larger than the County and 12-digit watersheds.
13
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Anacostia River Watershed. The map seems to be too broad
brush. Each watershed is very large and given one watershed
condition. The map would be more accurate and useful if it
reflected sub-watershed condition ratings.”

Department of
Permitting,
Inspections, and
Enforcement

The companion “Technical Summary of Research, Analyses,
and Supporting Documents” is available on the RCP web-site.
Page 124 of the RCP Technical Summary provides the summary
of Water Quality Biological Assessment Studies.

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

According to MDE’s web-site, COMAR 26.08.02.04 – 1(F)(1)(3) contains the following requirement: “(2) Water and Sewer
Plans (County Plans). As part of its continuing planning
process, the Department shall review proposed amendments to
county plans for any new or major modifications to discharges
to Tier II bodies of water. If a proposed amendment to a County
Plan results in a new discharge or a major modification of an
existing discharge to a Tier II water body, the applicant shall
perform a Tier II antidegradation review.”

Below comment correlates to page 40 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 23, first paragraph, third sentence. This sentence refers to
unapproved policy.
Remove ‘in the event of an anticipated amendment to the
County’s water and sewer plan or issuance of a discharge permit,
will be subject to an anti-degradation review’”.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
14

Topic: Forest/tree canopy

Discussion:

“The measurable objective on forest and tree canopy should
specifically require no loss of forest canopy from its current
level of 44 percent… We propose a more specific and
ambitious objective: ‘In 2035, there will be at least 44 percent
forest canopy and at least 52 percent forest and tree canopy
countywide.’”

Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair
Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

The measurable objective recommends maintaining the 52
percent goal in 2035 through the implementation of strategies to
improve preservation and increase planting. By virtue of
protecting the GI network and focusing afforestation efforts
within areas of the GI network not currently forested, these areas
should be afforded the highest priority for protection and
restoration efforts.

“Prioritize preservation of the tree canopy… The County can
progress toward its tree coverage goals in urban areas by not
building on parkland it already owns.”

Exhibit T-4
Kirsten Johnson
and
Elizabeth Jones
Co-Presidents

It should be noted that the exemption criteria of the woodland
conservation ordinance is more stringent than the State’s
ordinance. For those exempt properties, it was intended that
those projects be subject to the Tree Canopy Coverage
Ordinance; however subsequent to the TCC, an exemption
provision was made available, resulting in many properties not

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Maryland Native
Plant Society

only being exempt from the WCO, but also exempt from the
TCC ordinance.

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

These concerns are addressed in Strategies 7.16 and 7.17 which
recommend reevaluation of current legislation that affects tree
canopy.
7.16 Consider legislation to require mitigation for the removal of
individual trees when infill development occurs in Existing
Communities as designated in Plan 2035 and for the removal of
specimen and champion trees countywide. Include penalties for
tree preservation efforts that fail as a result of construction.
7.17 Evaluate the exemptions from the Tree Canopy Coverage
Ordinance to determine how the regulations can apply to more
types of applications and explore options for meeting portions of
the canopy requirement by using such methods as green roofs
and green stormwater features.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
15

Topic: Impervious surfaces
“The Plan’s strategies to reduce and minimize impervious
surfaces need to be strengthened (Policies 2 and 5).
(a) Reducing impervious surfaces should be required, not
optional.
(b) Impervious surfaces should be monitored over time in each
watershed, given their strong predictive impact on water
quality.”

Discussion:
Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair
Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

(a) Strategy 2.2 recommends the amendment of applicable
ordinances to allow the use of flexible design standards to:
minimize impervious surfaces; reduce fragmentation of existing
forests and habitats; establish new linkages through planting
and/or restoration; and minimize ecological impacts.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Strategy 5.10 recommends the identification of strategies to
reduce impervious surfaces by amending the County Code and
coordinating with County agencies

15
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

The strategies allow for flexibility in how impervious surfaces
are reduced to encourage innovative design to meet more open/
green space than would normally be required.
(b) The County tracks and monitors impervious surfaces in two
ways; (1) through planimetric geospatial data and (2) for
reporting purposes for the County’s National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4) permits. The Stormwater
Public-Private Partnership (P3)/Clean Water Partnership (CWP)
is included in this data.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
16

Topic: Woodland Conservation Ordinance

Discussion:

“Under Strategy 3.4, we are equally concerned with attempts to
enable certain properties to circumvent the Woodland and
Wildlife Conservation Ordinance, or to weaken the ordinance
itself.”

Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair
Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

“Woodland conservation Policy 3 II talks about not causing
hardship for applicants where development is targeted and
policies with potential conflict with desired development will
not be carried over. What about the hardships of the people
already living there?

Speaker 14 and
Exhibit T-1
Heather McKee

“Policy 3 III Discusses a greater emphasis on the use of native
plants yet the proposed Mattawoman Power has said that after
they build on their site, which is on and adjacent to wetlands

The Woodland Conservation Ordinance (WCO) follows the
State Forest Conservation Act, that requires a variance process
from the minimum woodland conservation requirements. This
is not meant to weaken the ordinance, but to consider the fact
that unique circumstances of certain projects result in the
inability to meet the minimum requirements of the WCO.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

The goal of the woodland conservation ordinance is to ensure no
net loss of woodland but also to ensure that woodlands be
planted and preserved where appropriate while also seeking to
meet the desired development pattern of the County’s vision
(Plan 2035), in strong consideration of the health safety and
welfare of it’s residents and visitors.
Not every project fits into the restrictions set by the minimum
regulations. For those unique circumstances, it is necessary to
16
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Speaker/Exhibit

and watersheds, they will let plants grow back naturally. To me
this means they don’t want to spend money. What grows back
naturally often times is invasive species. Why if they are
allowed to destroy and build are they not required to repair
what can be repaired with native plants and at least somewhat
mature trees?

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

allow variances where those hardships are not a threat to the
health safety and welfare of its residents and visitors.
Regeneration is an acceptable form of mitigation per the state
and county woodland conservation ordinances. Within these
areas, it reduces additional ground disturbance and allows the
native seed bank to contribute to species diversity. The land
owner is required to maintain these areas, which could include
invasive plant removal if found to be necessary. Bonds are
required to ensure regeneration establishes.

“Policy A-M all deleted I do not understand what it means by
delete are these items no longer important because they seemed
important to me or are they incorporated in another plan. If
incorporated do they carry the same weight?”

Areas not subject to woodland conservation are reviewed for
conformance with the landscape manual.
It is assumed that Policy A-M refers to Strategy 3.1 A-M of the
2005 GI plan regarding woodland conservation. All of these
strategies were implemented with the 2010 Woodland
Conservation Ordinance update and the Environmental
Technical Manual.
It is important to note that this updated plan builds on the
policies and strategies of the 2005 plan, most of which have
been implemented and completed.
“Tree planting, I support it. It’s important to have forest
canopy. However, not all trees are equal, and while I agree
wholeheartedly with using native species, I think one of the
things that’s missing here is considering meadow and
grasslands as part of our natural landscape.”

Speaker 15
Jeff Shenot

This update does acknowledge meadows as possibly being a
form of connection within the green infrastructure network:
Strategy “1.1 d. Recognizing the ecosystem services provided by
diverse land uses, such as woodlands, wetlands, meadows, urban
forests, farms and grasslands within the green infrastructure
network and work toward maintaining or restoring connections
between these landscapes.”
While staff is not opposed to alternative options to meet the
woodland conservation ordinance, state standards dictate how
17
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

the requirement can be met; however, this will be taken into
consideration in the next technical manual update for woodland
conservation methods.
“Reduce the number of exemptions granted to the Woodland
Conservation Ordinance and the Canopy Coverage Ordinance.”

Below comment correlates to page 40 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 26, paragraph, 4 entitled ‘Keep and improve existing
forest edges’.
“Last sentence – insert ‘where feasible’ in the beginning of the
sentence. It is difficult/impossible to develop property without
creating new forest edges.”

17

Exhibit T-4
Kirsten Johnson
and
Elizabeth Jones
Co-Presidents
Maryland Native
Plant Society

Policy 7.1 states “Continue to maximize on-site woodland
conservation and limit the use of off-site banking and the use of
fee-in-lieu.”

Exhibit T-5
Mary C. Giles, P.E.
Associate Director
Site/Road Plan
Review Division
Department of
Permitting,
Inspections, and
Enforcement

The existing language implies that new edges could be created
and further describes edge treatment recommendations.

Topic: Lighting
“I support Dark Sky lighting standards, which should be the
norm throughout the County. At this point, DPWT needs to be
on board with this RCP plan and accountable. This type of
lighting saves energy, is safe, and saves taxpayer dollars. In the
past DPWT has been resistant to following our County plans
and adopting this type of lighting. Requiring DSL is one of the
easy things we can do to spare ourselves from environmental
and human health hazards, save rural character, tax dollars and
energy.”

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Discussion:
Exhibit 47
Joanne Flynn

Policy 11 includes three strategies to specifically address the
issue of light pollution by reducing sky glow, minimize the spillover of light from one property to the next and into sensitive
environmental areas, and reduce glare from light fixtures. The
strategies include recommendations to amend the County Code
to include light standards, to evaluate lighting design standards
and practices for public buildings, and to review and amend the
County Code and Road Code to ensure that new roadway
lighting meets guidelines.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
18

Topic: Agency coordination
“There is no effective communication between The Council,
Park and Planning, DER, the State and now even DPIE.”

Discussion:
Speaker 8 and
Exhibit 48
Glenn E. Thomas

The RCP is a result of a public process which involved citizens,
nonprofit, development and various public agencies.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Moving forward, this RCP acknowledges that “GI Plan’s
implementation is particularly dependent upon interagency and
nonprofit coordination because there are so many people
working toward the same environmental goals.”
Furthermore, strategy 1.1 recommends “e. Coordinating
implementation between County agencies, with adjoining
jurisdictions and municipalities, and other regional green
infrastructure efforts.”
“…to come up with really strong creative programs, partnerships
with the University of Maryland Agriculture Program, Beltsville
Agriculture Research Center. You know the National Arboretum
research some incredibly important stuff that is in Prince
George’s County, as they were saying before, Patuxent Wildlife
Refuge and Research Center. These are assets here that we’re
just not, you know, that have the potential to do a lot more with.”

Speaker 13
Dan Smith

This RCP acknowledges that “GI Plan’s implementation is
particularly dependent upon interagency and nonprofit
coordination because there are so many people working toward
the same environmental goals.”
Furthermore, strategy 1.1 recommends “e. Coordinating
implementation between County agencies, with adjoining
jurisdictions and municipalities, and other regional green
infrastructure efforts.”
Strategy 16.5 states: “Partner with organizations that are
conducting outreach and education sessions and recognizing
stewardship efforts.”
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Below comment correlates to page 52 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 35, item 4.3. Create a catalog of targeted mitigation sites
for woodland conservation, stream, wetland and stormwater
management restoration and mitigation.

Exhibit T-5
Mary C. Giles, P.E.
Associate Director
Site/Road Plan
Review Division
Department of
Permitting,
Inspections, and
Enforcement

Policy 4.3 calls for creating a catalog of sites.

“This is an excellent idea to create a database based upon
multiple agency feedback and updates. Suggest adding “flood
prone” to this list as well.”

19

Topic: Enforcement
“Additionally, the County in July was 20 inspectors understaffed,
and the County did not care. It was saving money in salaries I
assume. There were no public postings of Job openings, or
communication to any local member associations or communities
that have county citizens that are still unemployed, or even
underemployed that would love the opportunity to be a County
Employee. The County is currently passive on all the illegal
unpermitted activities that are occurring throughout the Southern
rural area in Prince George’s County.
“I presented a picture of my Mother’s 2 car garage being built.
She removed a single car detached garage and is constructing a 2
car attached garage, increasing the footprint of her building by a
mere 750 square feet. This process took us 3.5 years, and in
excess of $30,000. I am not exaggerating on these numbers.
“I then presented pictures of solar panels erected just 5 doors
down from my Mother, and right next door to the historic Mt.
Calvert Mansion. Both my mother’s property and this pictured
property are located in the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area, thus,
the over scrutinized process for storm water management,
impervious surfaces, zoning, plant species etc., etc., etc., this
homeowner was issued a permit, admittedly in error, by the

District Council
Action

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Discussion:
Speaker 8 and
Exhibit 48
Glenn E. Thomas

Planning Board
Action

Policy 3.4 states: “Ensure full compliance with and enforcement
of all existing regulations including the Chesapeake Bay Critical
Area and the Woodland and Wildlife Conservation Ordinance.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

a. Evaluate the existing enforcement process for meeting the
regulatory requirements and penalties for noncompliance to
determine how enforcement measures can be improved.
b. Enhance enforcement efforts associated with state-mandated
tree conservation and CBCA plans.
c. Improve enforcement efforts on sites with state oversight to
ensure conformance with County approved grading permits and
tree conservation and CBCA plans.”
This is a specific issue related to the development process and
the requirements of Section 5B of the County Code (the
Chesapeake Bay Critical Area Ordinance).
The RCP seeks to evaluate the streamlining of woodland and
landscape requirements, and should include the CBCA process
as well; however, staff also recognizes that not every
development project will follow the same exact path subsequent
to process improvements.
20
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Strategy 3.4 recommends “full compliance with and
enforcement of all existing regulations including the Chesapeake
Bay Critical Area and the Woodland and Wildlife Conservation
Ordinance.”

County. They had not gone through extra processes like we did,
AND, the panels are placed in front of the home in violation of
regulations. Additionally, the surface area that is identical to my
mother’s roof respectfully, exceed hers by more than triple.
“The County relies solely on neighbors reporting neighbors.
They are not proactive in identifying issues, unpermitted work,
illegal operations AT ALL. For those residents that follow the
rules, they pay the price in time and money, and I am beginning
to see why NO ONE gets permits anymore in Southern Prince
George’s County.”
“In my own backyard there had been 12 acres of trees that a
developer came in and pretty much leveled. When I saw what
was happening I called the county and was told that they would
send someone out in a week or so. I told them the trees would all
be gone by then and the comment was that if they weren’t
supposed to cut them they would be fined.”

Speaker 14 and
Exhibit T-1
Heather McKee

Suspected violations should be referred to DPIE.
Strategy 3.4 - Ensure full compliance with and enforcement of
all existing regulations including the Chesapeake Bay Critical
Area and the Woodland and Wildlife Conservation Ordinance.
a. Evaluate the existing enforcement process for meeting the
regulatory requirements and penalties for noncompliance to
determine how enforcement measures can be improved.
b. Enhance enforcement efforts associated with state-mandated
tree conservation and CBCA plans.
c. Improve enforcement efforts on sites with state oversight to
ensure conformance with County approved grading permits and
tree conservation and CBCA plans.

Below comment correlates to page 52 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 35, item 3.4.a. This policy recommends increasing
enforcement efforts related to Woodland conservation and
Chesapeake Bay Critical Area impacts.

Exhibit T-5
Mary C. Giles, P.E.
Associate Director
Site/Road Plan
Review Division

The plan supports the need for additional inspections staff for
enforcement efforts.
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Testimony

Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

“This is only feasible if additional staffing is funded for
additional inspectors in DPIE.”

Department of
Permitting,
Inspections, and
Enforcement

Staff Recommendation:

Topic: 2002 General Plan Tiers
“Analysis of 2005 13a I question where exactly the rural tier is
any more.”

District Council
Action

No change to the plan.

Discussion:
Speaker 14 and
Exhibit T-1
Heather McKee

Planning Board
Action

It is unclear where this section is as there is no “13a” in the
preliminary GI plan or the 2005 plan.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

For Clarification purposes, the rural tier was a designation of the
2002 General Plan. That plan has been superseded by the Plan
2035, adopted in May 2014, and eliminated the tier system from
the county. The rural tier designation no long exists. Plan 2035
refers to these areas as the Rural and Agricultural Area.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
21

Topic: Special Conservation Areas
“Include Buck Lodge and Adelphi Community Parks as Special
Conservation Areas.”

Discussion:
Exhibit T-4
Kirsten Johnson
and
Elizabeth Jones
Co-Presidents
Maryland Native
Plant Society

Buck Lodge and Adelphi Park are Community Parks. Although
Buck Lodge does contain some regulated environmental
features, the existing conditions of these sites do not meet the
criteria of Special Conservation Areas.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Buck Lodge and Adelphi Park were mapped in the 2005 Green
Infrastructure Network and continue to be mapped in the 2017
Network. A Sensitive Species Project Review Area is also
mapped on or in the vicinity. These community parks are
ecologically important, and fall under Strategy 1.2.a.
1.2 Ensure that Sensitive Species Project Review Areas and
Special Conservation Areas (SCAs), and the critical ecological
22
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

systems supporting them, are preserved, enhanced, connected,
restored and protected.
a. Identify critical ecological systems and ensure they are
preserved and/or protected during the site design and
development review processes.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
22

Topic: Stream buffers
Below comment correlates to page 50 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 33, item 2.3a.
Remove the word strictly ‘Strictly limit development impacts to
regulated environmental features to activities such as those that
are absolutely necessary and unavoidable for construction of
road crossings, for installation of necessary public utilities, or the
placement of stormwater outfalls when no alternatives are
feasible.’

Discussion:
Exhibit T-5
Mary C. Giles, P.E.
Associate Director
Site/Road Plan
Review Division
Department of
Permitting,
Inspections, and
Enforcement

The language in 2.3.a is consistent with existing policies and
procedures that are in place to evaluate and allow such impacts
if necessary. Furthermore, the language in 2.3.b is an extension
of the same concept to allow flexibility for impacts beyond those
necessary, in certain areas and when warranted.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

“There are logical instances in which impacts to environmental
features to allow development meet smart growth goals and
should be allowed. As an example, an area of existing developed
property that is paved, vacant, abandoned and located in the
floodplain, but in need of redevelopment should be encouraged.”
23

Topic: Technical Summary Document
Below comment correlates to page 22 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 7, first paragraph, reference to RCP Technical Summary;
however, this is not included.
Please provide this for further review.”

Discussion:
Exhibit T-5
Mary C. Giles, P.E.
Associate Director
Site/Road Plan
Review Division

The companion “Technical Summary of Research, Analyses,
and Supporting Documents” is available on the RCP web-site.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Below comment correlates to page 24 of the Preliminary RCP.

Department of
Permitting,
Inspections, and
Enforcement

Staff Recommendation:

“Page 8, third paragraph, last sentence. Reference to 2010 Forest
Canopy Assessment study in the RCP Technical Summary.
This document is not included. Please provide this for further
review.”
24

Discussion:

“Please check the Piscataway Park description – there is an entire
section that is repeated.

The last paragraph of SCA 9 for Piscataway Park should be
removed, with the exception of the last sentence (page 35).

“The plan goals on page 23 are good. Eight ‘measurable
objectives’ have been narrowed to two (though the subsequent
pages list three objectives):


Improve water quality in the majority of the county’s
watersheds. Page 23 says that ‘between 1999 and 2013…
there has been no statistical improvement in water
quality…’ (page 23). Page 38 projects the following:
‘The implementation of the policies and strategies
contained in this plan, when coupled with the county’s
efforts to implement the WIP and Plan 2035’s desired
development pattern should result in significantly
improved water quality by 2035.’

Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

District Council
Action

No change to the plan.

Topic: Technical corrections to the GI Plan
Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
Please note that the official name is Piscataway Park and
President and CEO
Greenbelt Park – though both are national parks, ‘National’ is not Accokeek
included in the names.”
Foundation

Planning Board
Action

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

All references to “Piscataway National Park” and “Greenbelt
National Park” should be replaced with “Piscataway Park” and
“Greenbelt Park” respectively, with added clarifying language as
needed to identify the parks as being National.
The Eight measurable objectives of the 2005 GI plan were
narrowed down to three measurable objectives in this plan. The
plan currently states that the 2005 objectives were narrowed to
two policy areas – (1) water quality and (2) forest and tree
canopy coverage; however, changing the text on page 23 for
clarification is recommended. The last sentence under the
Measurable Objectives heading should state: “The 2017 GI Plan
narrows the focus of its measurable objectives to three
objectives that provide the most tangible and measurable
benefits to human health – water quality, forest and tree canopy
coverage, and greening the built environment.”
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Tree conservation and planting efforts will ensure that
forest and tree canopy coverage in 2035 will return to the
2009 figure of 52%



‘In 2035, 90 percent of the strategies under Greening the
Built Environment will be implemented.’”

Below comment correlates to page 20 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 5, third paragraph, under heading ‘Conservation of Green
Infrastructure’.
“Last sentence of third paragraph. Suggest removal of the word
‘human resources’. Human resources are not green and
reference to conservation is awkward.”

This comment correlates to page 44 of the Preliminary RCP.

Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Exhibit T-5
Mary C. Giles, P.E.
Associate Director
Site/Road Plan
Review Division
Department of
Permitting,
Inspections, and
Enforcement

Reference to human resources as a resource to be preserved
should be removed from the end of the last sentence located on
page 20. The definition of conservation on page 21 does not
include human resources as a resource.

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Wording should be revised as suggested.

Page 27, last paragraph.
“Revise sentence to add underlined wording: ‘the Current Zoning
Ordinance, Landscape Manual, and Road Code and associated
Standards were originally written with a suburban growth
model….’ For your information, the Department of Public
Works and Transportation (DPW&T) is in the process of
developing urban street standards.”
Below comment correlates to page 47 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 30, table, right hand column.
Verify accuracy of the statement ‘Because Prince Georges
County obtains most of its public drinking water supply from the
Patuxent River’. See attached information from the Washington
Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC) website.”

The second sentence of the third paragraph in the right hand
column of the table on page 47 should state: “Because Prince
George’s County obtains most of its public drinking water
supply from the Patuxent and Potomac Rivers…”
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Wording should be revised as suggested.

Below comment correlates to page 50 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 33, item 2.2.
Recommend adding underline wording ‘Revise applicable
ordinances and/or standards to allow the use of flexible design
standards to minimize impervious surfaces; reduce fragmentation
of existing forests and habitats; establish new linkages through
planting and/or restoration; and minimize ecological impacts.’”

Wording should be revised as suggested.

Below comment correlates to page 54 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 3, item 5.10.
Insert underline wording – ‘Identify strategies to reduce
impervious surfaces by amending the County Code and/or
Standards and …..’”

Wording should be revised as suggested.

Below comment correlates to page 58 of the Preliminary RCP.
“Page 41, Item 11.3.
Revise wording as underlined. ‘Review and amend the County
Code and Road Code and/or Standards to ensure that new
roadway lighting meets the guidelines for minimization of light
spill over and sky glove, provides lighting in the appropriate
spectrums, and relies wherever possible on low energy light
sources such as LED or solar powered street lights.’”

Staff Recommendation:
Make all technical corrections as suggested above.

Agriculture Conservation Plan
25

Topic: Definition of agriculture
“…amend the definition of agriculture to include marketing and
promotional activities as well as meat processing… it is critical
for farmers engaged in animal husbandry to be able to slaughter
their animals humanely. Driving large animal’s hours away to be
slaughtered puts an unnecessary level of stress on the animal and

Discussion:
Speaker 5 and
Exhibit 33
Kim Rush Lynch

Policies 5.1, 5.2 & 6.9 of the Preliminary Agriculture
Conservation Plan recommend revising the Zoning Ordinance to
“allow a broad spectrum of new uses on agricultural and
forested lands.” Consultants working on the new ordinance have
been directed to allow a broad range of agricultural and agri-

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

creates an inferior resulting meat product. I hope you will
reconsider this policy through the Plan as well as the Zoning
Ordinance rewrite.”

Agricultural
Marketing
Specialist
University of
Maryland
Extension Prince
George’s County

tourism uses in as many zones as feasible. The consultants have
recommended that “farm distribution hub,” which could include
slaughtering facilities, be allowed in five zones. Ultimately, the
Council will need to balance support for agriculture with
neighborhood compatibility concerns.

“. . . expand how you define agriculture to include ‘value added’
products, as well as agritourism.”

26

Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

Topic: Agricultural economy
Exhibit 30
Steven E. Darcy
District Manager
Prince George’s
Soil Conservation
District

“The best way to preserve agriculture is to make it
profitable…highlight the unique economic development
opportunities for agriculture…

Speaker 5 and
Exhibit 33
Kim Rush Lynch
Agricultural
Marketing
Specialist
University of
Maryland
Extension Prince
George’s County

District Council
Action

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Discussion:

“The plan suggests actions to maintain and indeed improve the
sustained economic growth of the county. Connectivity of green
spaces, forestland and agricultural land suggested by the RCP
strives to provide a process to economic growth, sustainability
and improved quality of life.”

Planning Board
Action

Policies 6 & 7 of the Preliminary Agriculture Conservation Plan
recommend “add[ing] the economic viability of farm and forest
enterprises to the County’s overall economic development
strategy” and identify 14 specific actions for making farming
more profitable.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:

“… it is crucial for the County to address…infrastructure and
funding needed to advance agriculture and food enterprises
throughout the County…”

No change to the plan.
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Speaker/Exhibit

“Both [value added products and agri-tourism] are critical
components in contributing to the success of agricultural
entrepreneurs in the county.”

Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

“Page 87 reveals, surprisingly, that ‘the agriculture sector of the
County’s economy is not linked to the economic development
strategy promoted countywide.’ The plan offers good ideas for
filling this gap.”

Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

“Strategy 6.4 advocates exploiting markets for bio-based
renewable energy production. However, other types of renewable
energy could be reaped from agricultural and rural lands—such
as solar panels (on barn roofs) and wind energy.”

Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair
Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

“I agree with Strategy 6.1 (p. 91) that Agricultural and Rural
Economic development should be included in the Prince
George’s overall economic development strategy.

Exhibit 47
Joanne Flynn

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

“. . . properties, once mined, should have to be brought back . . .
for rural appropriate uses such as green infrastructure, tourism,
recreational uses, renewable energy, etc. . .”
“. . . agricultural, farm, food programs initiatives . . . can be . . .
economic drivers…we can do that best by having the places
people can visit and participate and where we can, the people

Speaker 13
Dan Smith
28
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

who have got the properties and the farmland can make a living
and not have to sell out and subdivide for their retirement.”

27

Topic: Agricultural education
“I particularly support the recommendations related to making
information, resources, and expertise available to county
residents who are or would like to be engaging in agricultural
work.
“I suggest including the Prince George’s County Public Schools
as a partner in developing and supporting agriculture education
in the county, particularly programs like Gwynn Park High
School’s Curriculum for Agricultural Science Education.”

Discussion:
Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

Strategy 10.6 under ACP Policy 10 recommends consideration
of the policies and strategies in Urban Agriculture: A Tool for
Creating Economic Development and Healthy Communities in
Prince George’s County, MD. Under the education policy in this
document there are many strategies for the involvement of the
public schools, including incorporating education into the K-12
curriculum and designating Gwynn Park High School as an
agriculture magnet school.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
28

Topic: Horticulture
“I didn’t see any reference to horticultural products. Nursery and
greenhouse production is the largest industry for agriculture in
the County.”

Discussion:
Speaker 5 and
Exhibit 33
Kim Rush Lynch
Agricultural
Marketing
Specialist
University of
Maryland
Extension Prince
George’s County

The ACP recognizes horticulture as an important industry in the
County, as well as all of the other sectors in agriculture.
Horticulture is profiled in the 2009 Prince George’s County
Strategic Program for Agricultural Development (listed in the
ACP as a research study that contributes to its contents), and is
recognized as a contributor to the County’s agricultural
footprint, especially as it relates to greenhouse production.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
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Speaker/Exhibit

Topic: Broadening participation in agriculture

Discussion/Staff Recommendation
Discussion:

“If the county is to be successful in supporting/nurturing farmers
of color, a critical component will be engaging youth and
destigmatizing agriculture. . .”

Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

“The objectives are worthwhile, …an innovation I haven’t seen
in any other county: an effort to preserve farms smaller than 35
acres, because many of them are owned by people of color who
have not benefitted from land preservation programs.

Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

These comments support the Agriculture Conservation Plan’s
goals to broaden participation in agriculture. ACP Policy 1
includes strategies to increase participation of people of color
and small farmers in the agricultural industry, clarify the
application process, and support urban, suburban and rural food
production, such as:

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

POLICY 1: Preserve, enhance, and where appropriate restore
agricultural and forestry lands.
1.9–Evaluate the feasibility of small-scale easements or
other land acquisition programs as a method of securing
land for urban, suburban, and rural food production.
1.10–Develop a work plan to provide complete
information about agricultural and forestry preservation
benefits, and to increase the participation of farm and
forest landowners, with a focus on farms owned by people
of color and those that are 35 acres or less in size.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

30

Topic: Value-added production
“I would like to see more emphasis on value-added production . .
. outlined in the 2009 Prince George’s County Strategic
Program for Agricultural Development.”

Discussion:
Speaker 5 and
Exhibit 33
Kim Rush Lynch
Agricultural
Marketing
Specialist

The ACP has included a strategy that supports value-added
activities in agriculture:

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

POLICY 6: Strengthen agriculture as a viable economic
sector.
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

University of
Maryland
Extension Prince
George’s County
“Please expand how you define agriculture to include “value
added” products…”

Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

6.9–Revise the Zoning Ordinance to allow food
processing facilities and value-added activities in more
zones.

The definition of agriculture includes the following, which
refers to value-added production:
Agriculture includes processing on the farm of an
agricultural product in the course of preparing the product
for market, which may cause a change in the natural form or
state of the product.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

31

Topic: Agricultural land preservation
“…continue funding land preservation programs and their
successful coordination and promotion.”

“Conserving land through agriculture is an important strategy in
the preservation of the historic Mount Vernon viewshed and
scenic byway viewsheds.”

Discussion:
Speaker 5 and
Exhibit 33
Kim Rush Lynch
Agricultural
Marketing
Specialist
University of
Maryland
Extension Prince
George’s County
Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO

Many of the comments support the ACP’s land conservation
goals as they relate to increasing funding, especially ACP
Policies 1 and 3 and the associated strategies:

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

POLICY 1: Preserve, enhance, and where appropriate restore
agricultural and forestry lands.
POLICY 3: Support preservation of 80 percent of the Priority
Preservation Area.
Regarding the State of Maryland’s milestone of preserving
300,000 acres, the ACP should note that the state is very close to
reaching this statewide milestone.
Staff Recommendation:
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“The plan makes good recommendations for the creation of a
dedicated source of local easement funding … and support for
‘smaller enterprises that are not eligible for programs that have
large acreage requirements’ (page 72) The objectives are
worthwhile, including meeting the 80% preservation goal by
2035 and an innovation I haven’t seen in any other county: an
effort to preserve farms smaller than 35 acres, because many of
them are owned by people of color who have not benefitted from
land preservation programs.

Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Accokeek
Foundation

Change the sentence on page 78 under the heading “Maryland
Agricultural Land Preservation Foundation” to: “Since 1977, the
Foundation has worked in every county, helping the State of
Maryland to preserve in perpetuity just under the milestone of
300,000 acres on more than 2,000 farms, more agricultural land
than any other state in the country.”

Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

“The last line on page 78 says that MALPF has preserved over
290,000 acres. The current total is just under the milestone of
300,000 acres.”
32

Topic: Adopted and Approved Priority Preservation Area
Functional Master Plan and the Priority Preservation Area
(PPA)
“This plan updates the 2012 Priority Preservation Area (PPA)
Functional Master Plan but does not replace it. The plan should
be clear on this.
“Though the Storch property was not part of the PPA, it lies east
of Route 301; it appears to be a troubling introduction of sewer
service right next to the PPA. This should not become a trend.
The map on page 86 shows some future sewer service adjacent to
the PPA. Perhaps some of those parcels can be preserved, if the
opportunity arises, to serve as a buffer to the PPA.”
“Our foremost comment is that the Priority Preservation Area”
(PPA) is disproportionately narrow compared to the rest of the

Discussion:

Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

Staff intends that the new PPA plan will replace the 2012 PPA
plan. Staff has conferred with the Maryland Department of
Planning and they no longer object to this approach.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
On page 4 of the Preliminary RCP, item (2) should be changed
to state that the plan “updates and replaces” the 2012 PPA. On
page 69, third paragraph, change the second sentence to “This
plan updates and replaces the 2012 Priority Preservation Area
(PPA) Functional Master Plan.”

Exhibit T-3
Brad Knudsen
Refuge Manager
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Speaker/Exhibit

county. We would like to see more PPA acreage on the west side
of 301 toward the 1-95 or 295 corridor.

United States
Department of the
Interior
Fish and Wildlife
Service

“The Green Infrastructure Map (Map 1, RCP Section II, p. 28)
should be used to identify locations where the PPA might be
expanded toward the west side of 301.

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

“… in Section III, p.76, it says “Agricultural Stewardship Act of
2006 required Maryland counties to preserve 80% of their
designated Priority Preservation Areas” (PPA). The Resource
Conservation Plan also says that it did not count the acreage
belonging to BARC or Patuxent Research Refuge to achieve its
goal in meeting that requirement. However, the map on page 82
would appear to include BARC and that part of PRR south of
Patuxent River as part of the PPA.”
“The priority preservation area should use criteria that include
and favor ecological integrity in higher areas of bio-diversity,
such as Jug Bay, the Patuxent River Corridor, Beltsville
Agricultural Research Center, the areas over by Piscataway and
some of our main greenway areas.”
33

Speaker 15
Jeff Shenot

Topic: Mining Operations and Reclamation

Discussion:

“We strongly urge revision of the language of Policy 4, which
seems to advocate additional mining uses in agricultural and
rural areas . . .We suggest a rewording of this policy as follows:
“Seek methods to reclaim previously mined lands, where
possible, for future farm or forest enterprises or agricultural
support services, and require impact assessments of all mining
operations.”

Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair
Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

“I agree with Strategy 4.1, pg. 90 in that there should be better
enforcement of reclamation requirements on sand and gravel
mines. Also, these properties, once mined, should have to be

Exhibit 47
Joanne Flynn

Mineral resources are a valuable economic asset for the County
and the plan supports their extraction, subject to appropriate
regulatory controls. Policy 4 of the Preliminary Agriculture
Conservation Plan recommends several techniques for
transitioning mined sites to forestry and agricultural uses after
mining has concluded.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

brought back on a path to healing this landscape for sustainable
farming and rural appropriate uses such as green infrastructure,
tourism, recreational uses, renewable energy etc., NOT as an
opening for noxious and polluting industries such as rubble fills,
dumps, heavy construction and manufacturing, fossil fueled
power plants and related infrastructure.”

34

Topic: Organic agriculture
“There seems to be no direct mention or promoting of organic
agriculture in the plan, which may be an important component
for “niche” farming. More could be done in the report in this
regard.”

Discussion:
Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair
Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

Staff acknowledges the important role of organic agriculture in
healthy food production, environmental protection, and as a
niche market. ACP does not go in the details of farming types,
but rather presents a holistic approach to agriculture.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
35

Topic: Regulations and procedures
“Navigating bureaucracy can be daunting – with sometimes
confusing and seemingly contradictory regulations that support
agricultural endeavors on the one hand but can thwart efforts on
the other. Strategies like the “one stop show [sic]” are going to
be key.”

Discussion:
Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

The ACP strives to reach the goal of simplifying the process of
launching agricultural endeavors. This comment supports the
following strategy under ACP Policy 6:

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

POLICY 6: Strengthen agriculture as a viable economic
sector.
6.3–Complete efforts to create and launch a “one-stop
shop” where farmers and producers can access services
from the SCD, University of Maryland Extension, and
other local, State and Federal agencies that provide
technical or regulating assistance.
34
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
36

Topic: Right-to-Farm
“. . . strengthen right-to-farm provisions.”

37

Discussion:
Speaker 5 and
Exhibit 33
Kim Rush Lynch
Agricultural
Marketing
Specialist
University of
Maryland
Extension Prince
George’s County

Topic: Transfer of Development Rights
“The importance of not jeopardizing development and
redevelopment efforts in growth areas is understandable.
However, as Prince George’s evolves into a place where demand
is high for TOD and mixed-use development – see how the
development market changed in neighboring Washington, DC, in
twenty years – the county may then consider making such areas
TDR receiving zones.”

Policy 2.1 of the Preliminary Agriculture Conservation Plan
already includes this recommendation. Policy 2.1 is consistent
with proposed revisions to the zoning ordinance, which require
new residential subdivisions adjacent to working farms to create
a 100-foot buffer from the farm.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Discussion:
Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

This comment is very similar to the final conclusions of the
Working Group on Transferable Development Rights, which
recently recommended that (1) a TDR program not be created
immediately and (2) market conditions be monitored from year
to year until they support creation of a TDR program. The
Preliminary Agriculture Conservation Plan already contains the
same recommendation in Policy 5.6.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

38

Topic: Urban agriculture
“I am delighted to see policies and recommendations supporting
urban agriculture…

Discussion:
Speaker 5 and
Exhibit 33
Kim Rush Lynch

N/A

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

“I appreciate the progressive urban agriculture policies outlined,
especially in light of two recently passed pieces of legislation
that expand urban agriculture in the County and provide a
property tax credit for landowners. This document opens timely
discussion of the diversity of operations as well as the future
infrastructure and promotional needs of urban agriculture
enterprises in the County. For instance, the recommendation to
make more public lands available for lease, as well as an
efficient format for connecting renters with landowners could
have a huge impact on the success of urban farms.”

Agricultural
Marketing
Specialist
University of
Maryland
Extension Prince
George’s County

No change to the plan.

“Thank you for including urban agriculture. Though the
Accokeek Foundation’s farming operations in Piscataway Park
are in the rural tier, a significant portion of our visitors are from
urban areas and the agricultural education work we do is focused
on demonstrating how everyone can be engaged in growing
healthy food.”

Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

“The plan is highly supportive of urban agriculture; among other
measures, it calls for ‘establishing a champion for urban
agriculture in a new position or as a designed staff member with
a county agency…’ (page 89).”

Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

“… urban garden areas – that would be really great for the
community being able to have hands on for growing food and
getting people in the neighborhood out and getting to know each
other.”

Speaker 14 and
Exhibit T-1
Heather McKee

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action
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Topic: Food system approach
“… this Plan, which is mainly concerned with conservation and
land use, is only one component of a more broadly framed plan
that might be termed ‘County Food Systems: Looking Ahead.’ In
fact, the Plan Goals on p. 73 – ‘providing equitable access to
healthy food options that support local growers’ and ‘improving
overall human health’ are supportive of a broader plan that
would more fully develop thoughts that are only mentioned in
the Agriculture Conservation Plan. . . A Food System approach
would also plan forward on facilitating wholesale and retail
markets to avoid food deserts. Many municipalities in the US and
around the world have created Food Security or Food System
Committees or Councils that look broadly across all relevant
issues and policies – including conservation, but well beyond –
that impact area Food (In)Security and Healthy Local Food
Systems.”

40

Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion:
Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair
Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

The Prince George’s County Planning Department initiated a
food system study to assess the County’s food system. First
results of this assessment were published in Healthy Food for
All Prince Georgians in 2015. This report includes policy
recommendations, including development of a food system plan.

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Prince George’s County has a Food Equity Council (FEC),
established by a County Council resolution in 2013. FEC works
closely with the County Council on agriculture, food access, and
food insecurity issues and played an important role in crafting
important legislation in these areas.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Topic: Human and institutional capacity development
partnerships
“…the Vision foresees a County population that’s
educated/informed about growing one’s own food and adopting
healthier lifestyles, yet there’s no mention of the role of human
and institutional capacity development partnerships that are
needed for an agricultural sector to prosper in the County …
there’s no reference in the Plan to how our County’s higher ed
institutional partners do, can, should, or must contribute to the
outlined goals, i.e. address citizens’ interest in the various
dimensions of food security and agriculture in the County. For
example, the Prince George’s Community College could …
provide Small or Beginner Farming 101 training to interested
citizens. The University of Maryland’s Cooperative Extension
Service (CES) should be a key partner in county agriculture/food
system planning … Bowie State University could promote info-

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Discussion:
Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair
Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

There are already existing strong partnerships among many
institutions in the County to provide food and agriculture related
education and services to the County residents. One example is
a beginner farming training program offered by the Prince
George’s Community College in partnership with the Eco City
Farms that provides graduates with a Certificate of Urban
Commercial Agriculture and continuing education credits upon
completion of the program. The University of Maryland
Extension, Prince George’s County is a key partner in the
County’s Food System Study as well as has two members on the
Food Equity Council. The Bowie State University (BSU)
students participated in the Food System Study research. BSU
organizes the Annual Food Day Symposium, which was
successfully held recently on the subject of food waste.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.
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41

Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

courses on Food Waste or on Minority Farmer Programs – the
latter, a suite of programs that is called out in the Plan for
additional attention.”

Staff Recommendation:

Topic: Comprehensive Growth Strategy

Discussion:

“Protecting these natural and rural assets and concentrating . . .
development elsewhere, where we’ve got infrastructure or we
need substantial redevelopment go hand in hand. So . . . it is very
much complementing . . . a comprehensive growth strategy. . .”

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

No change to the plan.

Speaker 13
Dan Smith

Preserving land that is located in the Rural and Agricultural
Area (outside Plan 2035’s growth boundary) is a policy
embedded throughout the RCP. The goal of Plan 2035 and the
RCP is to protect these lands for environmental quality, farming
and very low density residential use, and to steer most future
development to areas inside the growth boundary.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
41a

Topic: Sacred Heart (Whitemarsh) Property in Bowie
“I am here to advocate for the preservation of the current zoning
of the Whitemarsh (Jesuit) property, located along MD450
(Annapolis Road), that is currently zoned R-E (residential estate)
and R-A (residential agriculture). The developer, Elm Street
Development, has submitted a re-zoning application … to allow
approximately 440 homes on approximately 150 acres.
“The Whitemarsh property has historical significance …
Environmentally, the property includes Patuxent Watershed and
Wetlands, and contains old growth trees as part of the multi-layer
canopy forest.
“Rezoning the Whitemarsh property would go against the
proposed Resource Conservation Plan …The M-NCPPC has the
power to preserve the historical and environmental aspects of this
property by maintaining the current R-E and R-A zoning.”

Discussion:
Exhibit 34
Mike Lange

The 2002 General Plan placed a portion of this property in the
Rural Tier. The 2006 Bowie and Vicinity Plan zoned this
portion R-A consistent with that recommendation. However, in
2014, the Council moved the entire property inside the growth
boundary during its approval of Plan 2035. The preliminary
RCP recommends that the County’s existing growth boundary
be maintained in perpetuity. (See Policy 1.10 of the Rural
Character Conservation Plan.) Properties should not move into
or out of the Rural Tier (now known as the Rural and
Agricultural Area or RAA). The Sacred Heart property is now
inside the growth boundary and should remain there; its future
zoning will be decided by a pending map amendment
application that is not part of the RCP.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

No change to the plan.
41b

Topic: Melvin Property in Bowie (Parcels 147 & 149)
“These two (2) parcels remained in commercial zoning for about
twenty (20) years until they were downzoned to the R-A Zone as
part of a prior Bowie Sectional Map Amendment. These two (2)
parcels are appropriate for and still are viable for only
commercial uses.
“Specifically, I am requesting that the Master Plan be amended
to correct the Sustainable Growth and Agricultural Preservation
Act Map (Map 6, Page 84) to include my properties within the
growth tier boundary. Further, I also request that my properties
be designed in Tier II as part of the Sustainable Growth Act Map.
It should be noted that the Master Plan already recommends a
change in SGA map designation for five (5) other properties
(several of which are similarly situated along US 301).”

Property information:
Exhibit 43
Daniel H. Melvin

General Plan (2002): Rural Tier
Priority Preservation Plan (2012): Inside the PPA
SGA Map (2012): Tier IV
Plan 2035 (2014): RAA
Preliminary RCP (2016): Tier IV
Current zoning: RA
Current water/sewer category: W6/S6 (not eligible for public
water or sewer)

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Property owner request:
Remove property from RAA and transfer to SGA Tier II
Discussion:
In order to avert further loss of forest and farmland, and in order
to concentrate future growth near transit and other infrastructure,
the RCP recommends maintaining the size and configuration of
Plan 2035’s Rural and Agricultural Area (RAA) (formerly the
Rural Tier) in perpetuity, and not reducing its size for any
reason.
To staff’s knowledge, every Council approved land use plan
since 2002 has placed the Melvin property in a category where
public sewer is not allowed. The property’s zoning and
water/sewer category are consistent with these approved land
use plans. The property, which is forested and contains streams,
has been designated by the 2012 Priority Preservation Area
Functional Master Plan (PPA) as a priority for preservation.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
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Speaker/Exhibit

Topic: Chung Property in Accokeek (Parcels 85 & 86)
“. . . the subject property remains outside the Growth Boundary.
Such designation prevents the property from connecting to the
water and sewer lines which now serve it . . . Given the nature of
the surrounding development, which is within the Growth
Boundary, and isolation of the Subject Property . . . I respectfully
request . . . that the Growth Policy Map be amended to include
the Subject Property within the Growth Boundary and that the
SGA Tier designation be changed from Tier IV to Tier I to be
consistent with its inclusion within the Growth Boundary.”

Discussion/Staff Recommendation
Property information:

Exhibit 45
Thomas H. Haller
Gibbs and Haller
for Angela Chung

General Plan (2002): Rural Tier
Subregion 5 Master Plan (2009): Rural Tier
Priority Preservation Plan (2012): Inside the PPA
Subregion 5 Master Plan (2013): Rural Tier
SGA Map (2012): Tier IV
Plan 2035 (2014): RAA
Preliminary RCP (2016): Tier IV
Current zoning: RA
Current water/sewer category: W6/S6 (not eligible for public
water or sewer)

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Property owner request:
Remove property from RAA and transfer to SGA Tier I
Discussion:
In order to avert further loss of forest and farmland, and in order
to concentrate future growth near transit and other infrastructure,
the RCP recommends maintaining the size and configuration of
Plan 2035’s Rural and Agricultural Area (RAA) (formerly the
Rural Tier) in perpetuity, and not reducing its size for any
reason.
To staff’s knowledge, every Council approved land use plan
since 2002 has placed the Chung property in a category where
public sewer is not allowed. The property’s zoning and
water/sewer category are consistent with these approved land
use plans. The property, which is forested and includes streams
and wetlands, has been designated by the PPA as a priority for
preservation.
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Many properties in the RAA are adjacent to public sewer or
have sewer lines running through them; this fact alone does not
support connection under the 2008 Water & Sewer Plan. The
Chung property is adjacent to a developed subdivision but is
also adjacent to other RAA land.
Staff recommendation:
No change to the plan.

41d

Topic: Thomas Property in Accokeek (Parcel 77)
“Rather than amend the SGA tier designation to be consistent
with the Growth Boundary as currently adopted by Plan 2035,
my client seeks to have the Growth Boundary changed to be
consistent with the current Tier 1 SGA designation which was
adopted in 2012 when the Property was previously within the
Growth Boundary.
“My client requested and received approval to advance the
Property into water and sewer Category 4 based on the 2009
Master Plan recommendations.

Property information:
Exhibit 44
Thomas H. Haller
Gibbs and Haller
for
Karen T. Thomas

General Plan (2002): Rural Tier
Subregion 5 Master Plan (2009): Developing Tier
SGA Map (2012): Tier I
Subregion 5 Master Plan (2013): Rural Tier
Plan 2035 (2014): RAA
Preliminary RCP (2016): Tier III
Current zoning: RA
Current water/sewer category: W4/S4 (eligible for public water
& sewer but not yet subdivided)

Planning Board
disagrees with staff
recommendation.
Planning Board puts
the property in the
growth boundary
and retains it in
SGA Tier I.

Property owner request:
“. . . the proposal to place the property in SGA Tier III places my
client in a position where development could only occur with
individual, community or shared on-site septic facilities, instead
of public water and sewer.”

Remove property from RAA and retain in SGA Tier I
Discussion:
In order to avert further loss of forest and farmland, and in order
to concentrate future growth near transit and other infrastructure,
the RCP recommends maintaining the size and configuration of
Plan 2035’s Rural and Agricultural Area (RAA) (formerly the
41
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Rural Tier) in perpetuity, and not reducing its size for any
reason.
Unlike the Melvin and Chung properties, this property was
inside the Growth Boundary briefly: the 2009 Subregion 5
Master Plan placed it inside the boundary; the 2013 Subregion 5
Master Plan returned it to the Rural Tier. The RCP recommends
the property remain in the RAA but be placed within SGA Tier
III, which would allow the property to develop as a major
subdivision on septic.
The applicant requests SGA Tier I. Properties in the RAA are
not eligible for sewer service under Plan 2035 or the 2008 Water
& Sewer Plan. Therefore, continued Tier I status is contrary to
the County policy.
The property has W4/S4 status but may not be able to advance
to W3/S3 because the 2008 Water & Sewer Plan requires a
showing of consistency with the general plan, master plan, and
functional master plans. (2008 Water & Sewer Plan § 2.1.4.D.)
Public water or sewer on this
property would be inconsistent with all three. Development as a
major subdivision on septic, which SGA Tier III allows, is the
best available option for this property owner.
Staff recommendation:
No change to the plan.
41e

Topic: Robin Dale Property (15851 McKendree Road) in
Brandywine
“. . . Park & Planning incorrectly suggests that the Sustainable
Growth and Agricultural Preservation Act in 2012 (“2012
Growth Act”) has Robin Dale’s Property designated in the wrong

Property history:
Exhibit 40
Arthur J. Horne, Jr.

General Plan (2002): Rural Tier
Subregion 5 Master Plan (2009): Developing Tier
SGA Map (2012): Tier I
Subregion 5 Master Plan (2013): Rural Tier

Planning Board
disagrees with staff
recommendation.
Planning Board puts
the property in the
growth boundary
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

tier (Tier 1 – Approved for Sewer Service) and that the Property
should be technically corrected to reflect Tier III (Not planned,
zoned for public sewer service of preservation) . . . we do not
support the proposed technical correction to Robin Dale’s
Property in the 2017 Resource Conservation Plan.”

Shipley & Horne,
P.A. for Robin
Dale

Plan 2035 (2014): RAA
Preliminary RCP (2016): Tier III
Current zoning: RA
Current water/sewer category: W3/S3 (subdivided property
eligible for public water & sewer) (obtained prior to 2001)

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

and retains it in
SGA Tier I.

Property owner request:
Retain property in SGA Tier I
Discussion: This property owner is not expressly requesting
removal from the RAA, but is requesting SGA Tier I which
would imply coming inside the growth boundary.
Like the Thomas property, this property was inside the Growth
Boundary briefly: the 2009 Subregion 5 Master Plan placed it
inside the boundary; the 2013 Subregion 5 Master Plan returned
it to the Rural Tier. The RCP recommends the property remain
in the RAA but be placed within SGA Tier III, which would
allow the property to develop as a major subdivision on septic.
The applicant requests SGA Tier I. Properties in the RAA are
not eligible for sewer service under Plan 2035 or the 2008 Water
& Sewer Plan. Therefore, continued Tier I status is contrary to
County policy.
The property has W3/S3 status, but may not be able to connect
because the 2008 Water & Sewer Plan requires a showing of
consistency with the general plan, master plan and functional
master plans. (2008 Water & Sewer Plan § 2.1.4.D.) Public
water or sewer on this property would be inconsistent with all
three. Development as a major subdivision on septic, which
SGA Tier III allows, is the best available option for this property
owner.
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Staff recommendation:
No change to the plan.
42

Topic: Technical corrections AC Plan
“. . . three minor but recurring items should be corrected.
 In a few places the plan refers to Article 66B (e.g., pages
72 and 97). However, Article 66B has been replaced by
the Land Use Article.
 The PPA plan element is OPTIONAL. Page 5 of the plan,
for example, says that the PPA is state-mandated;
however, only counties that seek certification of their
farmland preservation programs are required to have it.
Md. AGRICULTURE Code Ann. § 2-518 (b) states, “In
general. –A county may include a priority preservation
area element in the county’s comprehensive plan.
 In a few places (pages 7, 70, 73, 81, and 84, for example),
the plan says that MALPF certified the county’s farmland
preservation program. Actually, the program appears in
MDP’s section of the code and the program is jointly
administered by MDP and MALPF. Md.
AGRICULTURE Code Ann. § 2-518 (g) states, the
following:
(g) Certification. – In accordance with § 5-40 of the State
Finance and Procurement Article and any regulations
adopted under the authority of that section, the
Department of Planning and the Maryland Agricultural
Land Preservation Foundation shall jointly certify an area.

Discussion:
Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

“Article 66B” should be replaced by the “Land Use Article.”

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

The references to certification of the agricultural preservation
program should state that it is obtained through the Maryland
Department of Planning (MDP) and the Maryland Agricultural
Land Preservation Foundation (MALPF) jointly.
Map 4 (Technical Corrections to the Priority Preservation Area
for Prince George’s County) and Map 5 (2017 Priority
Preservation Area for Prince George’s County) should be
corrected to say Maryland Department of Natural Resources
instead of Maryland Department of Planning.
For clarity, the maps showing the growth boundary can be
modified with a type of pattern (e.g., small dots) to identify the
growth area for the County.
Staff Recommendation:
Make the recommended technical corrections as follows:
Change “Article 66B” to “Land Use Article.”
On page 7, change the first bullet to state: “The Maryland
Department of Planning and the Maryland Agricultural Land
Preservation Foundation have jointly certified Prince George’s
County’s…”
On page 70, change the sentence in the fourth paragraph to state:
“Prince George’s County has received certification of its
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Speaker/Exhibit

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

“The legends for the maps on pages 82 and 83, however, appear
to show easements held by the Maryland Department of
Planning. MDP does not hold easements. Perhaps the text should
say ‘Maryland Department of Natural Resources’?”

Exhibit T-3
Brad Knudsen
Refuge Manager
United States
Department of the
Interior
Fish and Wildlife
Service

agricultural land preservation program through the Maryland
Department of Planning (MDP) and the Maryland Agricultural
Land Preservation Foundation (MALPF), and has
strengthened…”

“. . . the growth boundary depicted on many of the RCP maps is
a little difficult to read and might be improved if arrows or some
indicators are used to indicate which side of the line is “growth,”
and which is not.”

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

On page 73, change the sentence after the first set of bullets to
say: “The certification of Prince George’s County’s agricultural
program in February 2014 by the MDP and MALPF jointly
reflects the County’s commitment…”
On page 81, change the first sentence under “Land Conservation
Through State Programs and Legislation” to: “The 2012 PPA
Plan has only been in place for a limited time, but the progress
has been significant given the certification of the agricultural
conservation program by the MDP and MALPF jointly in 2014
and other legislation that has been approved in recent years.”
Correct the legends of Maps 4 and 5 as suggested above.

Rural Character Conservation Plan
43

Topic: General support of Rural Character Conservation
Plan
“The plan strives to strike a balance between growth,
conservation and preservation of the county’s significant rural
character.”

44

Discussion:
N/A
Exhibit 30
Steven E. Darcy
District Manager
Prince George’s
Soil Conservation
District

Topic: Protecting the rural character
“Critically important to assert the importance of protecting and
restoring these important resources, clearly we can’t bring back

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Discussion:
Speaker 13
Dan Smith

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Comments support the text that is already in the Rural Character
Conservation Plan (page 121):

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.
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rural character and natural ecological treasures once lost.
Protecting these natural and rural assets and concentrating, you
know, development elsewhere, where we’ve got infrastructure or
we need substantial redevelopment go hand in hand. So as I said
it is very much complimenting a, you know, a comprehensive
growth strategy that focuses, you know, intensive development
elsewhere and that agriculture farm food programs initiatives
have, we can go a lot further. And this is one step toward going
further for the County.

45

District Council
Action

1.10–Maintain the size and configuration of the Rural and
Agricultural Area in perpetuity and do not reduce the size
for any reason.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Topic: Rural economy

Discussion:
Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

Topic: Croom and Aquasco Scenic Byway Advisory
Committee
“Page 105 says that the Croom and Aquasco Scenic Byway
Advisory Committee, authorized in 2013, has not been
established. The plan should recommend that it be.”

Planning Board
Action

POLICY 1: Promote development patterns that preserve,
protect, and enhance rural character.

“The rural natural character of this County is an important part of
that story. Our story is there in part. Keeping this rural character
here and telling those stories will inspire future generations, but I
think all of us. “

“Page 103 says that ‘Prince George’s County is distinguished as
having beautiful rural landscapes that support rural living and a
thriving rural economy based on heritage and ecotourism.’
Perhaps the text could say that agriculture also helps the rural
economy to thrive.”

46

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

This text is part of the Rural Character Conservation Plan’s
vision. Therefore, it only refers to the rural character’s impact on
rural economy. In the Agriculture Conservation Plan
agriculture’s impact on rural economy is discussed.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Discussion:
Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

The District Council authorized the establishment of the Croom
and Aquasco Roads Scenic Byway Advisory Committee on July
16, 2013 by enacting a resolution (CR-79-2013) to guide,
facilitate, and coordinate the implementation of the Scenic
Byway Corridor Management Plan recommendations for the
Croom and Aquasco Roads segment of the Star-Spangled

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.
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47

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

Banner Scenic Byway. The plan does not need to confirm
existing law.

Topic: Compatibility between development and conservation
“The claims for compatibility between development and
conservation in the Rural Character Conservation Plan seem not
to harmonize with the rest of the RCP. For example, page 109
says that the ‘Conserving Significant Cultural Landscapes study
identifies numerous benefits of rural character conservation,
including boosting heritage tourism, by capitalizing on links
between important heritage sites and potentially increasing
homeowner property values by ensuring proximity to mature
forest and other green space.’ Increasing the value of properties
that can be built nearby is really not the goal of resource
conservation.”

48

Speaker/Exhibit

Topic: Sense of place and the “Rural Tier” name
“The plan should discuss the importance of preserving a ‘sense
of place’ along with preservation of Rural Character. The ‘Rural
Tier’ name is still in use by many. It caught on as a name people
could identify with. It is difficult to keep up with all the planning
changes and nomenclature. The new name for the Rural Tier is
‘Agricultural and Rural Areas’. This name is not an improvement
over the old Rural Tier name and should be changed. Agriculture
and Rural Areas is not a name that people can identify with, its
boundary and definition seems too general and generic. Names
of towns, roads, landmarks and other distinct features contribute

No change to the Plan.

The reference to “increasing homeowner property values” refers
to existing homes. The plan does not promote new density in the
rural area.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Discussion:
Exhibit 47
Joanne Flynn

District Council
Action

Staff Recommendation:

Discussion:
Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

Planning Board
Action

Staff believes it would be premature to change the nomenclature
of Plan 2035, which was approved very recently. However, we
recognize that many residents continue to use the term “Rural
Tier,” and that term may be considered synonymous with Plan
2035’s “Agricultural and Rural Areas.”

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

to a sense of place that is part of the identify, character and
history of a local communities.”
49

Topic: Industrial uses in the Rural Tier
“Guard against industrialization of the Rural Tier. If you travel
Brandywine Rd. and the vicinity you will notice the amount of
truck traffic. It is astounding, dangerous and polluting our air,
water and land resources.

Discussion:
Exhibit 47
Joanne Flynn

“… It should not be left up to the residents to defend themselves
and their communities from those noxious and polluting
industries …

Staff agrees that an overconcentration of industrial uses in the
RAA (formerly Rural Tier) should be avoided. Some of these
uses are allowed by the Zoning Ordinance, and others are
exempt from zoning by State law. The County should exert its
influence to discourage overconcentration of these uses.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
Add to Policy 1.2 of the Rural Character Plan (p. 121) the
following sentence: “An overconcentration of industrial uses
should be discouraged.”

“A big part of the purpose of these plans is to foster thriving
communities and a thriving Prince George’s County. I think we
need to consult the plans before making development decisions
that will have an impact on communities … Our elected officials
need to follow our Plans and build upon the common good.”
“We had a plan for Brandywine revitalization right here, came
out in 2012. And none of that was consulted or addressed, and I
see Brandywine as the gateway to the Rural Tier and our
agricultural areas. It had a potential to become a beautiful
community, maybe still does. So, where does this leave us with a
thriving community? What does that mean for the Brandywine
now? That’s what I’m wondering. I mean you have this booklet
on thriving communities, and we talk about thriving communities
in our plans, and what happened to Brandywine? We just
sacrifice it or what?”

Speaker 12 and
Exhibit 36
Joanne Flynn and
Nick Newlin

“What was one the rural tier has also become an industrial zone
with all sorts of surface mining, soil safe activity (which is not all
safe for this area), power plants and on and on.”

Speaker 14 and
Exhibit T-1
Heather McKee
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Speaker/Exhibit

Topic: Conservation Subdivision

Discussion/Staff Recommendation
Discussion:

“Page 110 says that the ‘Rural Villages study recommends …
“extending and broadening the intent of the conservation
subdivision; … protecting scenic viewsheds … and site
characteristics unique to the Rural Tier …”.’ Page 115 says that
the ‘conservation subdivision method can improve rural
character conservation, reduce development costs and increase
the preservation of natural, cultural, and agricultural site features
when compared to conventional designs.’ This is true but fails to
capture the idea that development of any kind undermines
resource values. Conservation subdivisions are really a
development rather than a conservation tool. The best way to
conserve views and resources is by not building. It would help
for the plan to adjust the tone to be less enthusiastic about
conservation subdivisions and say that since some development
is allowed, an approach that delineates and protects the best
views and resources is best.”

Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

“In Section IV of the Plan, ‘Protecting Designated Viewsheds’,
there is discussion of major and minor subdivisions and … the
word ‘optional’ is used when considering approaches to
development. It is easy to understand that site conditions and
development plans will vary, but the notion that treatment of
these fragile landscapes is ‘optional’ is concerning. I urge the
Council and Commission to reconsider that language and to take
a stronger position by reinstating the mandatory conservation
subdivision method of development and applying it to all
subdivisions.”

Exhibit T-2
Megan M. Dunn
Chief of Staff
George
Washington’s
Mount Vernon

Staff acknowledges the concerns. Conservation subdivisions
link land conservation with land development while providing
meaningful protection of natural resources. In areas where
development cannot be avoided, it is an excellent tool to
implement for conserving natural and cultural resources.

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

The RCP includes the following language:
The conservation subdivision method of development has
been mandatory in the Rural and Agricultural Areas
(formerly known as the Rural Tier) since 2010 and optional
elsewhere in the County. In much of the Rural and
Agricultural Area (RAA) conservation subdivisions are no
longer mandatory because when the Sustainable Growth Act
was passed it eliminated the ability to create new major
subdivisions (more than seven lots) in designated areas.
Only minor subdivisions are allowed and minor subdivisions
are not required to use the conservation subdivision
development method.
The RCP also recommends the following:
The conservation subdivision requirements need to be
reassessed to determine where they should be mandatory
and where they should be optional. To support the desired
development pattern of Plan 2035, subdivisions should be
required to use the conservation subdivision approach
wherever possible. If a site would be better developed using
a traditional lot layout because there are no resources to
preserve, or a traditional layout would serve another purpose
such as improving site access, then traditional subdivision
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

methods should be allowed to be used as an optional
approach.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
51

Topic: Mount Vernon Viewshed

Discussion:

“Please include a strategy the implementation of an Overlay
Zone to guide development in the Area of Primary Concern for
the Mount Vernon Viewshed. Such an overlay zone, discussed
for many years with planning staff, would put into place the first
local, comprehensive regulatory framework to guide compatible
development within the Mount Vernon Viewshed. Without an
overlay zone, or comparable regulations, the county risks
jeopardizing the viewshed. Though current planning staff
members and political leaders are sensitive to protecting the
viewshed, such sensitivity is voluntary and could easily change.”

Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

“We particularly appreciate the geospatial study and policies
developed to maintain Mount Vernon viewshed, which as the
Conservation Plan notes, was primarily established to preserve
the view of the Maryland shore of the Potomac river from Mount
Vernon in Virginia.”

Exhibit 29
Marcel Acosta
Executive Director
National Planning
Capital
Commission

“Other noteworthy features of the Rural Character Conservation
Plan are the county’s techniques for preserving the viewshed
from Mount Vernon and …”

Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland

The Mount Vernon viewshed will be regulated through
implementation of Policy 4 of the Rural Character Conservation
Plan. Policy 4.1 recommends that site and landscape features
within the Mount Vernon viewshed be reviewed. Policy 4.2
recommends establishing design standards within the Zoning
Ordinance that apply to land disturbing activities within
designated viewsheds, including the Mount Vernon viewshed.
This policy would need to be implemented in the zoning rewrite.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Department of
Planning
“I am compelled to write in support of the future of Mount
Vernon’s Viewshed and while it is not specifically addressed in
the Plan, I urge you to consider the application of an Overlay
Zone that ensures additional protection from devastating
development in the Area of Primary Concern for the Mount
Vernon Viewshed.

Exhibit T-2
Megan M. Dunn
Chief of Staff
George
Washington’s
Mount Vernon

“Route 210 and the east side of the Potomac River constitute a
developing urban corridor which includes the Viewshed.
“It is inconceivable that a situation would arise when ‘… the
limited development of small rural villages in feasible.’ Allowing
for “optional” approaches to development of any kind and
‘limited development of small rural villages’ seems to be conflict
with rural character conservation. The application of an Overlay
Zone for the Area of Primary Concern would lend strong legal
protection in support of easements and other ordinances and
guidelines.”
52

Topic: Expansion of the Heritage Areas
“I am co-chair of the Potomac River Heritage Tourism Alliance,
… Alliance members remain frustrated that heritage sites in
South County are not included in a state heritage area … I urge
that equal attention be spent on ensuring that south county
heritage sites and cultural tourism organizations have access to
state heritage area funding. This can be accomplished by
either expanding the boundaries of ATHA to include the
whole county, or by expanding the boundaries of the Southern
Maryland Heritage Area (which currently stops and the
Charles County/Prince George’s County border). We need to
be sure that when visitors return to their homes in Kansas,

Discussion:
Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

Staff acknowledges that numerous cultural, historical and
recreational facilities exist along the Potomac River Corridor.
The Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail On-Road Bicycle
Route in the County connects many of these sites. Similarly, the
Star Spangled Banner Trail along the Patuxent River corridor
connects many sites along the eastern edge of Prince George’s
County.

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Plan Prince George’s 2035 has a heritage tourism policy:
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California, or China, they are talking about the amazing
natural and cultural resource of Prince George's County, not
just the new casino, the harbor, and the monuments of DC.
South County is the gateway.”
“… I believe that the Plan should have an action item in it to
study expanding the Heritage Areas.
“We learned during the celebrations that happened during the
War of 1812 celebrations in the County the value of having
organizations and all and being part of a heritage area. The Plan
mentions the Patuxent River byway and hints at perhaps having
the Heritage Area follow the National Star Spangled Banner
Trail. Of course the Star Spangled Banner Trail loops around the
town. We have several plaques that the National Parks put here.

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Policy 4. Enhance and expand heritage tourism as a component
of the County’s economic development.

Speaker 9
Stephen Sonnet
Chairman
Sustainable
Community
Workgroup
Town of Upper
Marlboro

“The Town has been very active in having a historic tour, an
active historic committee. So we think that the Plan, if you could,
let’s look at this area and it would be nice to be able to take that
Patuxent area, which is so close to us, and then maybe go all the
way up to the, what we call, the northern territories up there as
compared to western territories. The southern and eastern
territory needs some attention from the Planners …”
“… in the 2035 Plan there’s a call to have a cultural tourism
plan for the entire County, and this is another place that we could
hook into it, because a lot of the details that are in this Plan make
sense to expand Heritage Area programs around the County. And
obviously you’re hearing others in the County support this. We
need a place to hook into it … I don’t want to make a
recommendation that specifically says Anacostia Trails needs to
expand to the rest of the County, because there is a Southern
Maryland Heritage Area to our south that may make sense. And I
would solely look at the idea of staff finding a way to expand

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

HD4.1–Develop a countywide heritage tourism plan to
celebrate the County’s unique history, stimulate
local economic development, and fund capital
improvement projects. Build on existing efforts,
including the 2001 Approved Anacostia Trails
Heritage Area Management Plan and Maryland
Milestones program.
Staff recommends that Plan 2035’s recommended heritage
tourism plan be preceded by a study. This study should be done
collaboratively by the Prince George's County Conference
& Visitors Bureau, Economic Development Corporation, and
the Planning Department. The County should consider
appropriate expansion of the heritage areas in Prince George’s
County after completing this study.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

Speaker 10
Aaron Marcavitch
Executive Director
Maryland
Milestones/ATHA
Inc.
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Heritage Areas. Whether it’s coming up from the south or going
south from the north, it’s completely up to you.”
“The Conservation Plan reinforces [NCPC's] Comprehensive
policy T.E. 4 Support the development of a regional system of
trails that would accommodate a variety of users including
hikers, bikers (commuters and recreational users), and
pedestrians in a safe and appropriate manner by advancing
the Anacostia Trails Heritage Management Plan. The project,
Extension of the Anacostia Tributaries Trail System to
Washington, DC will significantly improve regional multimodal connections.”

Exhibit 29
Marcel Acosta
Executive Director
National Planning
Capital
Commission

“Expanding a Heritage Area along the Star-Spangled Banner
National Historic Trail will allow towns and areas along it, to
bring back some of that history in a smaller scale, possibly with
Kayak and Canoe landings or Hiking trails along the old
Chesapeake Railroad, or follow the footsteps of the British
march to Washington.

Exhibit 31
Patti Skews

“Please consider expanding a Heritage Area to the Star-Spangled
Banner National Historic Trail.”
“The Town of Upper Marlboro would benefit immensely if a
heritage area were expanded along the Star Spangled Banner
National Historic Trail. We hope the county will look at how
to expand a heritage area so our Town can access funding for
things like promoting our history, aid in town branding and
help the town improve its infrastructure through revitalization
and redevelopment efforts. Expanding a Heritage area will
support the implementation of our collected archives and
exhibits as well as visitor amenities. The expansion will help
our Town to again become a destination.”

Exhibit 32
James Storey
President
Board of Town
Commissioners
Town of Upper
Marlboro
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Speaker/Exhibit

Topic: Inclusion of trails planning in the RCP

Discussion/Staff Recommendation
Discussion:

“I applaud the use of trails planning in this. And I think
connecting the spaces is a real important concept that was, it was
mentioned by a couple of people. I think Fred and others, Fred
Shaffer and others have done a great job with that.”

Speaker 15
Jeff Shenot

“The project, Extension of the Anacostia Tributaries Trails
System to Washington, DC will significantly improve regional
multi-modal connections.”

Exhibit 29
Marcel Acosta
Executive Director
National Planning
Capital
Commission

“The Preliminary Resource Conservation Plan offers an
opportunity for SHA to work with the M-NCPPC and other
stakeholders in further advancing sustainable transportation in
Prince George’s County.”

Exhibit 41
Gregory J. Johnson,
P.E.
Administrator
State Highway
Administration

“Other noteworthy features of the Rural Character Conservation
Plan are … goal of expanding the county trail.”

Exhibit 42
Peter G. Conrad,
AICP
Director of Local
Planning
Assistance
Maryland
Department of
Planning

Comments support the text that is already in the RCP.

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Overarching Issues
54

Topic: Agri-tourism

Discussion:

“… I would like to see more emphasis on value-added
production and agritourism, concepts outlined in the 2009 Prince
George’s County Strategic Program for Agricultural
Development.

Agri-tourism refers to a series of activities conducted on farm
sites and offered to the public for the purpose of pleasure,
education, recreation, and active involvement in the farm
operation. It allows farmers to diversify their operations, add
jobs, and keep farmland in production while preserving scenic
vistas and maintaining farming traditions. In essence, agritourism is providing educational and authentic agricultural
experiences that enhance direct marketing of farm products and
improve public support for agriculture. Agri-tourism is one of
the fastest growing segments of agricultural direct marketing as
well as heritage tourism and is increasingly popular in farming
communities near urban areas. This innovative concept creates
unique and authentic opportunities for visitors to learn about the
importance of agriculture to a community’s economic base,
quality of life, history, and culture. Prince George’s County with
its rich cultural and agricultural history and its proximity to the
nation’s capital is an ideal location for thriving agri-tourism
operations. The economic impacts of blending heritage tourism
and agriculture have significant potential.

Speaker 5 and
Exhibit 33
Kim Rush Lynch
Agricultural
Marketing
“Incorporating additional policies around value-added production Specialist
and agritourism would increase economic opportunities for
University of
agriculture.”
Maryland
Extension Prince
George’s County

55

“Please expand how you define agriculture to include ‘value
added’ products, as well as agritourism. Both are critical
components in contributing to the success of agricultural
entrepreneurs in the county.”

Speaker 7 and
Exhibit 37
Lisa Hayes
President and CEO
Accokeek
Foundation

“I was thrilled to hear a comment about agri-tourism, and that’s
right in there. And, I think the idea here is we want to offer some
carrots to the rest of the County to do these things. We want to
conserve rural character and let’s offer some opportunities
through Heritage Areas programs, and I’m a big supporter.”

Speaker 10
Aaron Marcavitch
Executive Director
Maryland
Milestones/ATHA
Inc.

Topic: Power plants
“This county government has welcomed 2 new fossil fueled
power plants into Brandywine while ignoring and shutting out
community’s concerns. There was no fair democratic process and
no representation from our County to stand by us in defense. On

Staff Recommendation:
In ACP Policy 5.1 on page 91, add “including agri-tourism”
after “new uses on agricultural and forested lands”.
Discussion:

Speaker 12 and
Exhibit 36
Joanne Flynn and
Nick Newlin

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

The County is preempted from regulating power plants, which
are regulated by the State. However, the County should work
closely with State officials to avoid an over-concentration of

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.
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the contrary our County Council developed a Payment In Lieu
Of Tax (PILOT) program to welcome in the Keys Energy Plant
and could not close the door fast enough to save face and prevent
the Mattawoman plant from proceeding. These plants are big
steps backwards for all of us – how are we going to remedy the
damage to be caused for the rest of most of our lives and on into
the next generations?”

Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

power facilities in inappropriate locations. The RCP favors
renewable energy production over non-renewable.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

“Three power plants in one small area not only effects the local
residents but everybody within a 15-mile area.”

Speaker 14 and
Exhibit T-1
Heather McKee

“We note that Zekiah Swamp, the only watershed in good
condition, is being severely challenged by the construction of
natural gas pipelines associated with recently approved the Keys
and Mattawoman gas-fired power plants in Brandywine …”

Exhibit 46
Martha Ainsworth
Chair
Prince George’s
Sierra Club Group

“With respect to Growth Boundary Lines and other
nomenclature, we have a growth boundary line that is supposed
to protect our rural and agricultural areas. However, with no
public hearing or notification this boundary was changed to
accommodate Keys Energy power plant in Brandywine. There
should be more transparency when decisions of this magnitude
are being considered. Also the two power plants that have been
approved in Brandywine did so with no fair democratic process.
It should not be left up to residents to defend themselves and
their communities from these noxious and polluting industries
while our representatives accommodate these industries and
essentially sacrifice us and our futures for the sake of tax
revenue.

Exhibit 47
Joanne Flynn

“Brandywine is a community that has and will be severely
impacted by new fossil fueled power plants.”
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Topic: Solar arrays
“In Section II of the plan (p. 59) Policy 15 is to ‘encourage the
generation of low-carbon and clean, renewable energy sources.’
There are five strategies listed to achieve this policy, including:
15.4 Develop a range of incentives to encourage the adoption
of solar facilities on roofs, parking lots and structures, and
unused open spaces.
15.5 Revised and update the Zoning Ordinance and
Subdivision Regulations to include standards and criteria for
siting renewable energy facilities at different scales.
“The ‘unused open spaces’ language in objective 15.4 must be
clarified, such that it does not conflict with RPC Section III
which addresses the County’s Rural Legacy Program (p.79),
whose four goals include ‘preserving critical habitat for native
plant and wildlife species’ and ‘project riparian forests, wetlands,
and greenways to buffer the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries
from pollution runoff,’ in addition to ‘preserving rural character
and a sense of place.’

Discussion/Staff Recommendation
Discussion:

Speaker 11 and
Exhibit 35
Cheryl Corson

Policy 15.5 of the GI Plan recommends a balanced approach to
encourage renewable energy, applying “standards and criteria”
for siting these facilities “at different scales.” Staff believes the
correct balance will need to be struck in the Zoning Rewrite (for
projects subject to zoning) and in the County’s mandatory
referral process (for projects exempt from zoning). Rural
properties may be desirable locations for solar arrays because
there are no structures blocking the sun and the land is
affordable. On the other hand, large arrays can change the visual
character of the site from rural to industrial, and remove
productive farmland from cultivation.

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

Planning Board
concurs with staff
recommendation.

The complaint regarding solar panels installed at 16414 Mt.
Calvert Road is an issue for the Department of Permits,
Inspection, and Enforcement, not the RCP.
Staff Recommendation:
No change to the plan.

“As an independent landscape architect, I examined the Boyd’s
Farm solar array proposal and drawings and found many
environmental impacts that seemed not to be addressed in current
zoning regulations or submittal requirements. This relates back to
Policy 15 strategy 15.5, which calls for zoning revisions to
promote clean energy. I strongly feel that any zoning revisions
must explicitly protect stormwater runoff and wildlife habitat, in
addition to rural character and a sense of place, for any large
scale project proposed in a state designated Rural Legacy Area
on previously unbuilt land.
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

“Specific impacts related to this, or any other solar array which
need zoning and environmental protections are:
1. Irrevocable damage to agricultural lands due to
compaction or soil removal …
2. Treat water running off solar array panels as any other
impermeable roof surface and require builders to retain
and treat all stormwater runoff on site …
3. Solar array developers must be made to affirmatively
prove that developments on unbuilt land do not
adversely affect plant and wildlife species habitat. I
really don’t know how this test would pass on large
projects, which is why I greatly favor the RCP’s
language in Policy 15, strategy 15.4 of locating such
facilities on roofs, parking lots and structures, but not on
‘unused open spaces.’”
“I support such ideas as solar arrays on all government buildings,
including schools, developing standards for the placement of
solar arrays, and incentivizing the use of solar …”

Speaker 12 and
Exhibit 36
Joanne Flynn and
Nick Newlin

“… a solar panel …was installed about a month and a half ago at
16414 Mt. Calvert Road. The solar panel and most of this
property is in the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area. … they’re in
violation of, number one, the solar panel should not be in the
front yard. It is considered an auxiliary structure, which means it
should be behind the property or located on the roof of the
property.

Speaker 8 and
Exhibit 48
Glenn E. Thomas

“They were able to get a permit without having to get a variance
for this solar panel to be in the front of their residence. They
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Discussion/Staff Recommendation

Planning Board
Action

District Council
Action

were also not required to do a conservation plan or seek any kind
of variance to have the solar panel in the Chesapeake Bay
Critical Area. There’s also concern for this solar panel as far as
stormwater management. This solar panel is 105 feet long by 16,
which is 1600 square feet of watershed … These people
somehow or another got a permit for this, and just paid the
regular permit fees and got it within three months.”
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